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This report is the product of the Spring 2010
Site and Urban Systems Planning Workshop
course at the MIT School of Architecture +
Planning. The course focused on reimagining
the city of Boston with an emphasis on mode
shift, particularly through the development of
bicycle and pedestrian access paths.
With growing enthusiasm for transportation
alternatives from the Mayor’s Office through
the Boston Bikes initiative, there is a critical
opportunity to present compelling design
interventions to the city and the public.
The interventions in this report target four areas
of the city of Boston that have been identified as
promising sites for improvement of intermodal
access based on land use, topography, existing
connections, and transportation facilities. The
four target areas are:
• Massachusetts Avenue from Harvard Bridge
to Symphony Hall
• South End along Shawmut Ave and Herald
Street
• Back Bay East edge, and
• Downtown’s Summer Street.
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We hope that these proposed designs will
serve as a resource to the city of Boston in
the development and improvement of the
bicycle network over the next several years.

Introduction
Back Bay

Goals
To provide specific design solutions and planning
ideas for the construction and implementation of
Boston’s bicycle plan components.

Objectives
Downtown

To suggest interventions that focus on the
design and incorporation of bicycle lanes, bicycle
facilities, and street elements that enhance
the bicycling experience and promote the
development of complete street realm.
To accommodate a variety of modes of travel
including pedestrians, motorists, bicyclists, transit
riders, and persons with disabilities.

Mass. Ave.

To link existing sections of bike routes within the
city such as the Charles River Esplanade and
the Southwest Corridor Park and to draw from
successful solutions in other cities.

South End
Ideas

massachusetts institute of technology | mode shift
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INTRODUCTION Design Strategies

Completeness

Realign traffic to provide
space for all modes

Opportunity

Connectivity

Remove barriers between
people and places

Intermodalilty

Provide dedicated
facilities where space
already exists

A seamless transition
from transit to walking
and cycling

Convenience

Safety

Integrate bike share
system with open space
plans

6

Create space suitable for
users at varying levels of
experience
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Amenity

Create a welcoming
environment for all

Introduction
Back Bay

Vibrancy

Mix public space and
private amenities
Downtown
Mass. Ave.

Ecology

Integrate ecological
features such as shading
and stormwater infiltration

South End
Ideas

Feasibility

Integrate treatments that can
be deployed rapidly

massachusetts institute of technology | mode shift
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INTRODUCTION Context and Goals

Context
For years, Boston has been considered one of the
most difficult cities to bike in due to the absence
of viable linkages and access paths for cyclists.
In a city that offers a variety of other transit
amenities including an extensive subway and
commuter rail system, a sizeable bus network,
and a highly compact and walkable urban core,
cyclists have long been ignored by infrastructural
developments. The city has appeared thrice
on Bicycling magazine’s list of worst US cities
for bicyclists, most recently in 2006. However,
significant effort and political capital have since
been invested in the improvement of Boston’s
bicycle network. This collection of interventions
is intended not to replace city-led design
initiatives but rather to support and contribute
to a comprehensive bicycle and intermodal
transportation plan for the city of Boston.

Goals
The overarching goal for this project and
resulting report is to provide specific design
solutions and planning ideas for the construction
and implementation of Boston’s bicycle plan
components. The interventions focus on the
design and incorporation of bicycle lanes, bicycle
facilities, and street elements that enhance the
presence and visibility of bikers. Where possible,
the strategies promote development of shared
street realms that accommodate a variety of
modes of travel including pedestrians, motorists,
bicyclists, transit riders, and persons with
disabilities. Careful attention has been paid to
linking existing sections of bike routes within the
city such as the Charles River Esplanade and the
Southwest Corridor Park. The interventions have
also drawn from successful solutions in other
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urban areas such as Portland and Manhattan that
have greatly improved bicycle and pedestrian
access strategies through effective design and
planning.

Planning and Design Frameworks
The suggested planning and design solutions
build on four major street planning concepts:
complete streets, shared streets, green streets,
and context sensitive engineering.
Complete Streets is an initiative by which cities,
states, and other jurisdictions make a policy
decision that all future roadway projects will be
designed to safely accommodate all users pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists, transit riders
and vehicles, and people of all ages and abilities,
including children, older adults, and people with
disabilities. The cause has been taken up by
the National Complete Streets Coalition, formed
in 2005 by a number of transportation user and
practitioner groups, including AARP, the American
Planning Association, and America Bike.
Shared Streets establish a pedestrian orientation
by giving pedestrians primary rights in the street
space and making the driver feel like an intruder.
Continuous pavement of both sidewalks and
roadway is the most common design feature
of the shared street. Elimination of curb and
grade changes provides one surface, which
enhances the sense of one continuous space.
Such features have a powerful effect on drivers.
Without the entrenched familiarity of two curb
lines and an asphalt runway, a driver’s psychology
is affected and deceleration occurs. Even when
a curb is needed for drainage purposes, it is
common practice to use the same paving material
for the entire space. Further, driver inhibition is
achieved by directional changes of the route and
the placement of planting beds. Planting beds are
usually low, and are made of materials that allow
large vehicles, such as fire trucks, to drive over

Introduction
Back Bay

them in case of an emergency.
While the term Shared Street is commonly used
in English, its origins are based in the concept
of a “woonerf,” which is a Dutch term loosely
meaning “residential yards.”

Downtown

Green Streets use vegetated facilities to manage
stormwater runoff at its source. A Green Street
is a sustainable stormwater strategy that meets
regulatory compliance and resource protection
goals by using a natural systems approach to
manage stormwater, reduce flows, improve water
quality, and enhance watershed health.

Mass. Ave.

Context Sensitive Engineering is a collaborative,
interdisciplinary approach to develop
transportation facilities that fit their physical
settings, preserve resources, and maintain safety
and mobility. It is an approach that considers
the total context within which a transportation
improvement project will exist. Context Sensitive
Engineering principles include the employment
of early, continuous and meaningful involvement
of the public and all stakeholders throughout the
project development process.

South End
Ideas

massachusetts institute of technology | mode shift
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Boston Connectivity Analysis

Existing Bike Routes
Boston has a relatively extensive
network of existing bike routes.
Some of these are found along the
Southwest Corridor Park, Charles
River, and Emerald Necklace.
Many of these routes are well used
by people today, but the usage level
can be further increased by joining up
these individual disconnected path
segments into a larger continuous
network of paths.
Since many of these routes either
end at the fringe or within downtown
Boston, the city has the opportunity to
develop the missing links around the
city and create a continuous network.

Legend
Existing/planned bike routes

Man on a bicycle ranks first in efficiency among traveling
animals and machines in terms of energy consumed in
moving a certain distance as a function of body weight.
The rate of energy consumption for bicyclist (about .15
calorie per gram per kilometer) is approximately a fifth of
that of an unaided walking man (about .75 calories per
gram per kilometer).
Scientific American, March 1973
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Introduction

Public Transit
Back Bay

The five lines of the subway system
converge in downtown Boston.
Many of these lines meet bike routes
in downtown Boston, making it ideal
to develop intermodal connections at
these meeting points.

Downtown

Combining an extensive subway
system with a network of bike routes
caters to the needs of a variety of
cyclists covering varying distances.
People can cover shorter distances
within the city on bicycles while using
the subway system to reach places
further from the city.

Legend

Mass. Ave.

MBTA Red Line
MBTA Blue Line
MBTA Green Line
MBTA Orange Line
MBTA Silver Line

South End

The U.S. could save 262 millions of
gallons of gasoline a year by increasing
bicycling from 1% to 1.5% of all trips.

massachusetts institute of technology | mode shift
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Chicago Bicycle Federation
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INTRODUCTION Boston Connectivity Analysis

Existing Bike Routes
The existing bike routes
are well utilized, but there
is room to extend them to
cater to a larger catchment
of people in Boston.

Legend
Existing routes
Missing links
MBTA Red Line
MBTA Blue Line

Missing Links
Identifying major missing
links helps prioritize routes
that will form a continuous
network.
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MBTA Green Line
MBTA Orange Line
MBTA Silver Line

Introduction

Intervention Areas

Downtown

Legend

Back Bay

Four intervention areas
were identified for detailed
study: Massachusetts
Avenue, Back Bay, South
End, and Downtown.
Specific design solutions
and planning ideas were
worked out to complement
existing routes, facilitate
Boston’s bicycle plan, and
develop complete streets.

MBTA Blue Line

Mass Ave

Existing routes

MBTA Green Line

Back Bay

Future routes

MBTA Orange Line

South End

MBTA Red Line

MBTA Silver Line

Mass. Ave.

Downtown

Looking Ahead

South End

Combining the proposed
plans in the intervention
areas with the existing
routes and the city’s
future routes would
provide an extensive
continuous network,
bringing Boston one step
closer to being a world
class cycling city.

Ideas

massachusetts institute of technology | mode shift
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“Bicycling has done more to emancipate women than
anything else in the world. I stand and rejoice every time
I see a woman ride by on a wheel. It gives women a
feeling of freedom and self-reliance.”
Susan B. Anthony (1896) US Suffragette
14
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Introduction

Back Bay

Back Bay

Boston’s Back Bay is a lively
neighborhood that is frequented by
locals and tourists for its pedestrianfriendly streets. The land use is well
mixed, with many popular shopping
destinations and restaurants built on
the ground floor of historic homes and
apartments.

Downtown

Today in Boston’s Back Bay, cyclists
have few options for safely riding
between the existing bike-path
corridors of the Charles River
Esplanade, the Commonwealth
Avenue Mall, and the Southwest
Corridor. By utilizing the existing
pedestrian bridges across Storrow Dr.,
two-way North-South bicycle paths
can be implemented on Dartmouth
St. and Arlington St. with no reduction
of street parking or number of driving
lanes.

Mass. Ave.

On Dartmouth St., a street-level
bicycle lane will run from the
Southwest Corridor on the west
side of the street and transition to a
buffered bike path at sidewalk grade
north of Boylston Street. A redesigned
intersection of Arlington St. and
Beacon St. will provide a safe route
for bikers between the Esplanade and
a two-way bike lane on the east side
of Arlington.

South End
Ideas

massachusetts institute of technology | mode shift
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BACK BAY Site Analysis | Opportunities for Intervention

Dartmouth Street (North of Boylston)

Existing Condition

This northbound street presents a spacious, 40’
sidewalk on the west side, which is currently
divided into two areas with trees and benches.
The leftmost pedestrian corridor is directly
alongside commercial developments and is better
suited for pedestrian-only use due to foot traffic
entering and exiting nearby buildings.

Arlington Street Existing Condition
This southbound street lacks the ample sidewalk
space of Dartmouth St. but benefits from a
surplus of space in the rightmost driving lane.
Currently parking is prohibited on the east side
of the street, so nine feet can be reclaimed for
different modes of transport while maintaining
three ten-foot driving lanes. The proximity to
the Boston Public Garden accounts for heavy
pedestrian traffic along and across Arlington,
which is sheltered on the east side of the street by
an arboreal buffer.

E

W

Sidewalk
40’

Parking Lane Driving Lane
10’
11’

Driving Lane Parking Lane
11’
10’

Sidewalk
15’

Bike Barrier Parking Lane Driving Lane
5’
Lane
10’
11’
5’

Driving Lane Parking Lane
11’
10’

Sidewalk
15’

E

W

Sidewalk
25’

Bike
Lane
5’

Proposed Intervention Sites and
Transportation Linkages
Opportunities for connectivity with existing
bike networks and public transportation nodes
are facilitated by the grid layout of the Back
Bay. Due to the heavy vehicular traffic in both
proposed intervention areas, designated bike
lanes are critical for biker safety. Both Arlington
and Dartmouth are currently categorized as
“advanced” routes, suitable only for experienced
and traffic-comfortable cyclists.
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Introduction
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Mass. Ave.

Legend
Opportunities for connectivity
with existing bike system
Intervention Areas
MBTA Subway Stations

South End

Sidewalk
15’

Parking Lane Driving Lane Driving Lane
9’
10’
10’

Driving Lane
19’

Sidewalk
15’

Boston Public Garden

E

W

Sidewalk
15’

Parking Lane Driving Lane Driving Lane Driving Lane Bike Bike
Lane Lane
9’
10’
10’
10’
4.5’ 4.5’

Ideas

E

W

Boston Public Garden

Sidewalk
15’
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BACK BAY Site Analysis | Street Typologies

Type A: Commonwealth Ave

This unique and expansive parkway linking the Fens
to the Public Garden is divided by a 100’ greenway
that is frequented by bikers and pedestrians. This
east-west linkage is the backbone of the proposed
interventions.

Type B: Dartmouth St

The unusually large sidewalks of this
street type present an opportunity for
multi-modal movement shielded from
vehicular traffic.

Bac
The streets of the Back Bay are more regular in
form than most parts of Boston, but convoluted
intersections, variations in right-of-way sizes, and
mixed-use real estate add character and variety
to the street system. This area receives heavy
pedestrian traffic due to its historic value and
abundance of upscale shops, restaurants, and
cultural attractions. Furthermore, dense distribution
of subway stations on the MBTA green line connect
this gridded street network to greater Boston
through subterranean connections. These four
street typologies seek to capture the character and
physical form of streetscapes in Boston’s Back Bay.

18
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Right-of-W
Width
Type A:
Commonwealth
Type B:
Boylston, Dartmouth
Type C:
Arlington, Beacon
Type D:
Berkeley, Clarendon, Marlborough, Newbury

200’
100’

70’ - 80’
60’

Introduction
Back Bay

Surplus room in the left most
driving lane can be reclaimed
for a two-way bike lane while
maintaining three driving lanes
for cars.

Downtown

Type D: Marlborough St

These narrower streets are challenging for bikers to navigate due
to both-side parking. Meanwhile, many sidewalks on this street type
have planters and are heavy pedestrian thoroughfares.

Mass. Ave.

Back Bay Street Typologies
Right-of-Way
Width

Number of
Parking Lanes

Number of
Driving Lanes

Driving Lane
Width

Road Width

Sidewalk /
Mall Widths

200’

2

4

12’

70’

15’ / 100’

100’

2

2-3

10’ - 11’

45’ - 55’

15’ - 40’

70’ - 80’

0-2

3

11’

48’ - 53’

11’ - 15’

60’

1-2

1-2

11’ - 16’

36’ - 41’

8’ - 11’

South End

orough, Newbury

Type C: Arlington St

Ideas

massachusetts institute of technology | mode shift
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BACK BAY Dartmouth Street
Dartmouth Street runs along a NorthSouth corridor in the central Back
Bay, connecting the Mass Turnpike
to the Charles River waterfront. The
street is frequented by pedestrians
for its spacious sidewalks and is
used as a thoroughfare between
major destinations such as
Newbury Street, Copley Square,
and the Commonwealth Avenue
Mall. Meanwhile, heavy vehicular
traffic enters Dartmouth from a
Mass Turnpike exit near the South
End, creating hazards and difficult
conditions for bikers and pedestrians
from the Southwest Corridor Parkway.

Connection to Charles River
Esplanade via footbridge
across Storrow Drive

Connection
to new
Commonwealth
Ave. bike lanes
(proposed
intervention
areas shown)

Where western
sidewalk widens
after Copley T
Station, bike
lane moves from
street to sidewalk

Connection to
Southwest Corridor
bike path

20
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Raised two-way
bike lane on  
western 40’ wide
sidewalk; bike
crossings with
bike lights timed to
pedestrian crossing
lights

On street twoway bike lane
on western
side of road

Introduction

Before

After

Back Bay
Downtown

This northbound street presents a spacious, 40’ sidewalk on
the west side, which is currently divided into two areas with
trees and benches. The leftmost pedestrian corridor is directly
alongside commercial developments and is better suited for
pedestrian-only use due to foot traffic entering and exiting
nearby buildings.

Using only 10’ of the spacious sidewalk, a two-way bike lane
will be placed on the sidewalk level with a buffer from vehicles
provided by parked cars and trees. Pedestrians are still left
with two ample walking corridors on either side of the inner
plantings. South of Boylston St. where the sidewalk is not
as wide, a “left side” bike lane will be placed on street level
connecting the Southwest Corridor bike path to the central
Back Bay linkages such as the Commonwealth Ave mall.

Mass. Ave.
South End
Ideas

massachusetts institute of technology | mode shift
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Back Bay
BACK
BAY Dartmouth Street

22
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Introduction
Back Bay

This improved streetscape will facilitate mobility
for cyclists, while the roadbed is untouched and
pedestrians are still left with ample sidewalk
space, divided by new plantings and bench
seating. Urban swale plantings between the road
and the sidewalk will create an additional buffer
between parked cars and the bike lane while
providing absorptive capability for snow and rain
during inclement weather. These swales will help
to keep the bike lane functional and clear after
plowing in the winter.

Downtown
Mass. Ave.
South End
Ideas

massachusetts institute of technology | mode shift
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BACK BAY Arlington Street

Arlington Street runs along the west
side of the Boston Public Garden and
provides a valuable linkage between
the city core and the Charles River
Esplanade. Vehicular traffic is heavy and
high-speed due to its connection to the
Storrow Drive Parkway and its role as
a feeder artery for the Mass Turnpike.
Arlington Street bounds the eastern edge
of the Back Bay grid and serves as an
entryway to the heart of the city from
major transit corridors.

Before

This southbound street lacks the ample sidewalk space of
Dartmouth St. but benefits from a surplus of space in the leftmost driving lane. Currently parking is prohibited on the east
side of the street, so nine feet can be reclaimed for different
modes of transport while maintaining three ten-foot driving
lanes. The proximity to the Boston Public Garden accounts for
heavy pedestrian traffic along and across Arlington, which is
sheltered on the east side of the street by an arboreal buffer.
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Introduction

After

Back Bay
Downtown

The surplus nine feet will be designated for a two-way bicycle
lane with the lane adjacent to the street moving in the same
direction as vehicular traffic. With improved access through the
redesigned intersection and bridge to the Esplanade, bikers
can easily make their way into the bike lane from the North.
The bike lane will be designated with green surface paint to
clearly designate the bike-only corridor.

A centrally placed crossing at Comm. Ave will enable twoway access to the Comm. Ave Mall and improve safety for
pedestrians and cyclists at the intersection. Meanwhile, new
plantings and bench seating on the west side of Arlington
will add character to the street and ease the sharp contrast
between the natural beauty of the Public Garden and the
dense urban grid to the west.

Mass. Ave.
South End
Ideas

massachusetts institute of technology | mode shift
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BACK BAY Arlington Street

The improved Arlington streetscape
will provide a more fluid connection
between the Charles River Esplanade,
the Public Garden/Boston Common, and
the Commonwealth Avenue Mall. Safety
for cyclists will be greatly enhanced and
the increase of intermodal traffic will
bring new life to the area. Furthermore,
the installation of new facilities including
bicycle racks and public seating will
allow people to safely secure their
equipment and maintain peace of mind
while enjoying a tranquil stroll through the
picturesque Public Gardens.
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Introduction
Back Bay
Downtown
Mass. Ave.
South End
Ideas

massachusetts institute of technology | mode shift
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BACK BAY Arlington Street
0.3

0.4 Intersection
Beacon
Miles
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The Charles
River Esplanade
Legend
Opportunities for connectivity

Currently, the Charles River Esplanade provides
withand
existing
bike
system area for
a beautiful
unique
recreational
pedestrians and cyclists along Boston’s riverfront.
Intervention
Areas between the heart
Yet there
is little connection
of the city and the Esplanade because of the
MBTA
Subway
Stations
congested
Storrow
Drive
parkway, which acts as
a barrier for foot and bicycle traffic.
The existing pedestrian ramp across Storrow
Drive is sharply angled and cumbersome for
cyclists. Similarly, the intersection at Arlington and
Beacon, with an exit ramp from Storrow Drive, is
dangerous and confusing for non-vehicular traffic.
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Introduction
Back Bay

After

Mass. Ave.

A bike-only extension of the pedestrian bridge at
a steeper grade will permit bikers to exit the bridge from the
Esplanade with greater ease while pedestrians will use the existing
shallow-grade ramp. With the traffic island removed and the
pedestrian crossings greatly simplified into standard junctions,
bikers can make a signal-mediated left turn from either side of the
intersection with the exiting traffic from Storrow Drive. By placing the
bike lane on the left side of the vehicle traffic, cyclists moving to and
from the bridge are safely buffered from vehicles and the traffic flow
down Arlington Street is streamlined.

Downtown

Before

  This dangerous and congested intersection is a
nightmare for pedestrians and bikers alike. While the traffic island
is intended to reduce the amount of time pedestrians spend in the
roadway, it convolutes the traffic flow and provides no clear access
path for bikers between the Esplanade and the Boston Common
area. Furthermore, the pedestrian footbridge ramp is sharply angled
to maintain a low grade, making disembarkation difficult for bikers.

South End
Ideas

Bird’s Eye View of Proposed Intervention Linking the Charles River Esplanade to the Heart of Boston
massachusetts institute of technology | mode shift
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Introduction

Downtown
Background

Back Bay

All roads lead to downtown, but few
bike paths do. The heart of the city is
re-imagined as the hub that stitches
together a regional newtork of open
spaces and bike paths.
The Summer Street corridor is
situated in the heart of downtown
Boston, between the Boston Common
and the Rose Kennedy Greenway.
Part of this corridor around the
intersection with Washington Street is
currently a pedestrianized walkway.
The corridor is also well-served by
Boston’s subway system. Summer
Street corridor’s excellent connections
with a larger network of greenway and
transit systems, and its proximity to
major destinations in the city presents
the city with an opportunity to create
a vibrant hub for both Bostonians and
tourists.

Downtown

2

Introducing a safe environment for
pedestrians and bicyclists of varying
levels of experience

3

Integrating ecological initiatives such
as shading through tree planting
and stormwater infiltration through
biotopes that will provide users with
a green connector between the
Common and the Greenway

4

Creating large public spaces along
the corridor to facilitate interaction
between the public and private sphere
supporting activities such as outdoor
dining and outdoor events.

massachusetts institute of technology | mode shift

Ideas

Introducing facilities promoting
intermodal connections to facilitate
seamless transitions between transit
to walking/cycling and provide a
variety of access options.

South End

About 12 bicycles can be parked
in the space required for one
automobile.

1

Mass. Ave.

Design Objectives
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DOWNTOWN Site Analysis
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Greenspace Connections

Transit Connections

Traffic Circulation

Possible Bike Flows

Summer Street corridor is located within
proximity of two large tracts of open and
green space – the Boston Common and
Rose Kennedy Greenway. The Common
and the Greenway are currently both popular
destinations for Bostonians and tourists
alike. Creating a green link along Summer
Street completes a missing link to provide a
continuous network of green and open space
running through prominent destinations in
downtown Boston.

The major bicycle gateways into downtown
Boston are identified and represented by
the red lines. The blue lines are the possible
stretches where the bicycle lanes can be
introduced to promote leisure and commuter
cycling. The Summer Street corridor has
been identified for illustration in this proposal
because it links Summer Street with the
larger open and green space network through
the Boston Common and Rose Kennedy
Greenway.
32
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OR
T

T

The five lines of the T system converge along
the Summer Street corridor, giving it a direct
and rapid connection with an extensive transit
system. This excellent linkage increases the
catchment of the corridor to include people
within the larger Boston metropolitan area.
The convergence of many transit lines makes
this an excellent location for the creation of an
intermodal transport hub facilitating seamless
transition between various modes such as
transit, walking and bicycling.

Possible circulation flows to facilitate bike commuting into downtown.

Introduction

Study of Existing Street Typologies - Downtown

Shared Streets
• generally already too constrained to
implement significant changes

Commerical streets
• less and slower traffic
• a mix of land uses that provides the
diversity necessary to create a lively
street environment
• potential to consider one-way conversions to create space for bicycle and
pedestrian facilities

Through Street
30’ ROW
1x travel | 2x parking

School Street

Bedford Street

Water Street

Through Street
35’ ROW
1x travel | 2x parking

Commercial street
35’ ROW
[1x travel | 1x parking] x2

Vehicular Arterial
40’ ROW
2x travel | 2x parking

Essex Street

Summer Street

Federal Street

Vehicular Arterial
45’ ROW
2x travel | 2x parking

Commercial Street
50’ ROW
[1x travel | 1x parking] x2

Vehicular Arterial
55’ ROW
4x travel

Milk Street

Broad Street

Congress Street

Mass. Ave.

Shared Street
25’ ROW
1x travel | 2x parking

Downtown

Shared Street
20’ ROW
1x travel | 1x parking

Back Bay

Vehicular Arterials
• high volumes of traffic and high
speeds
• environment may not be suitable for
less confident cyclists

South End
Ideas
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DOWNTOWN Dewey Square
Phasing

Before

Before
Everyday, few people stop to use Dewey Square as
a gathering space. They merely pass through it to get
to other destinations. The Square has a tremendous
potential; the location is a major crossroads with people
coming from South Station, the business district,
Downtown Crossing, and the greenway.
After
A quick way to make the place more vibrant is to
introduce outdoor dining and seating facilities for people
to gather and hang out. Given its prime location right
beside the train station as well as the proposed bike
path along Summer Street, many people are likely to
choose this as a convenient place to meet. Installing
bike parking stands would increase the attractiveness of
this place as a gathering point for cyclists. The mobile
nature of the outdoor dining furniture also makes it
easier for cyclists to shift the tables to accommodate
their bicycles right beside where they sit. The area will
also be interspersed with planters which softens the
existing harsh concrete landscape. These planters also
provide a physical separation between the cyclists and
traffic along Summer Street.
After-After
Once the level of activitiy picks up, more permanent
structures can be introduced on the periphery of the
square, while the center still contains tables and chairs
which can be moved to make way for big events. The
structures could include a variety of services: tourism
information counters, dining and retail outlets, and bike
stations that integrate with the surrounding subway
system and provide rental, parking and changing
facilities. This would be an ideal location for a bike
sharing station as well. The square can also be the start
or end point of city races.
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Dewey Square is located at the intersection of South
Station and the Greenway. Although it is situated at a
prime location, it has little public activities.

Introduction

After - After

Some pushcarts and outdoor dining facilities can be
introduced to generate activities for this large space.
Bike stands can be introduced to encourage people to
cycle here.

Multi-purpose buildings housing restaurants, tourist
information counters and bike sharing stations can be
built at the site. These activities can be seamlessly
linked to the subway station underground, making this
an attractive node for lifestyle activities and a transport
hub facilitating intermodal transfers.

Back Bay

After

Downtown
Mass. Ave.
South End
Ideas
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DOWNTOWN Summer Street
Phasing

Before

Before
Due to the existing Downtown Crossing pedestrian
zone, Summer Street no longer serves a through traffic
function for vehicles, especially in the westbound
direction. Current vehicular traffic consists largely of
delivery and service vehicles that spend most of their
time parked at the curb rather than using the travel
lane. This usage profile no longer warrants so much
road space for vehicles, and provides an opportunity
to enhance facilities for cyclists and pedestrians and
bicyclists who can use the street as an important
connection through the core of the city.
After
The street can rapidly be transformed to connect the
Boston Common to the Rose Kennedy Greenway by
providing a two way cycle track on the north-side of the
street. Eastbound traffic flow can still be maintained
to provide access and delivery space. Vegetation is
provided through low maintenance planters and small
caliper trees that will not interfere with underground
utilities.

•
•
•

Allocation of space unbalanced
Pedestrians congested and spill out on to the
street
Street no longer essential through traffic route for
vehicles

After-After
By re-routing and re-scheduling deliveries and services,
the entire street can be transformed into a shared
space for all active transportation modes. The provision
of outdoor cafe tables and chairs is used to define
Summer Street not just as a place to pass through, but
as a place to come to meet friends, grab lunch or just
take in the city. More structural ecological features are
included such as large trees and bioswales to capture
stormwater.

12’
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22’

22’

9’

•
•

•

Back Bay

After - After

Introduction

After

•
•
•

Street transformed into a shared space for active
transportation
Structural ecological features: large trees and
bioswales
High quality of both public space and private
services
Vehicle access is re-routed and re-scheduled

Downtown

•
•

Two-way cycle track on north-side
Connect Boston Common to the Rose Kennedy
Greenway
Eastbound traffic and parking
Vegetation and low-maintenance planters

Mass. Ave.
South End

P
11’

5’

12’

3’

12’

8’

12’

65’

Ideas
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DOWNTOWN Summer Street

After After
By re-routing and re-scheduling deliveries and services,
the entire street can be transformed into a shared space
for all active transportation modes. The provision of
outdoor cafe tables and chairs is used to define Summer
Street not just as a place to pass through, but as a place
to come to meet friends, grab lunch or just take in the city.
More structural ecological features are included such as
large trees and bioswales to capture stormwater.
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Massachusetts
Avenue
Massachusetts Avenue is a critical
transportation corridor with a constant
flow of cars, trucks, and buses. Green
and Orange Line T stations are located
on Mass Ave, and the 1 and CT1 buses
run its length. Despite heavy traffic, Mass
Ave is regularly traveled by drivers and
cyclists because of its function as a direct
north-south route. Massachusetts Avenue
presents opportunities for more than one
intervention to improve the streetscape
for all modes.

Intersection
Circulation and Transit

Avg Daily Traffic

Mass Ave at Commonwealth
Mass Ave at Huntington Ave
Mass Ave at SW Corridor Park
Boylston St at Charlesgate
Beacon St at Mass Ave
Commonwealth at Gloucester

38,200
35,000
33,000
31,500
8,900
20,300

Mass. Ave.

Peak Hour Bike Counts

Downtown

Traffic Counts

Massachusetts Ave Bridge
1,200
Boylston St at Massachusetts Ave
200
SW Corridor at Massachusetts Ave 600
Source: 2009 Boston “State of the Hub”

Land Use

Land Use

South End

Mix of residential, commercial, and
institutional uses
Notable destinations include Newbury
Street, Berklee School of Music,
Symphony Hall, and Christian Science
Center

The World Almanac Book of Records
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Ideas

Americans use their bicycles for less than one
percent of all urban trips. Europeans bike in cities a
lot more often—in Italy 5 percent of all trips are on
bicycle, 30 percent in the Netherlands, and seven out
of eight Dutch people over age 15 have a bike.

Massachusetts Avenue Site Analysis | Street Typologies

Shifting Environment on Mass Ave
Mass Ave is characterized by a 90’
right of way, but conditions around this
right of way vary along the corridor.
We identified multiple typologies along
Mass Ave, illustrated to the far left,
ranging from extensive setbacks or
open space to those with little swing
space. Sidewalks are typically 15’ wide
but vary in appointment, as seen by the
streetscape elements listed here.
Facades range from 5 to 10+ stories,
adding to the densely packed and
heavily used corridor. Cross streets
range from small alleys to one-way
neighborhood streets to four-lane
thoroughfares. Some streets may be
similar in dimensions, such as Beacon
and Newbury, but characterized by very
different uses and features. The variety
of cross streets adds to the changing
atmosphere as one travels the length
of the corridor. These inconsistencies
point to a need for flexible or multiple
interventions for improvement.

Mass Ave Typologies
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Street Characteristics

Downtown
Mass. Ave.
South End

Cross Streets
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Massachusetts Avenue Proposal
Initial Improvements
This scheme illustrates the concept of taking
advantage of space and opportunity where
available along Mass Ave. At the Christian
Science Center, between Clearway Street
and Westland Avenue, wide sidewalks
present an opportunity for intervention.
In areas where there is currently unused
sidewalk space, adding separate bike lanes,
street planting, and street furniture will
dramatically improve the environment for
cyclists, pedestrians, and even drivers.
The bike path, shielded by the street by an
oversized curb, can be utilized as a park
feature, activating the currently underutilized
sidewalk. Trees and benches separate the
bike lane from the pedestrian area. The
area can be greened with additional allees of
trees, permeable pavers, and small swales
which will receive storm water from the street.
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Before

After

Downtown
Mass. Ave.
South End
Ideas
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Massachusetts Avenue Proposal
Advanced Improvements
More advanced interventions along the corridor
involve realigning traffic patterns to accommodate
buses and cyclists as much as automobile traffic.
Using a lane for a shared bus/bike lane, similar to
the Silver Line route along Washington street, will
improve safety for cyclists and efficiency for bus
riders. The #1 bus is one of the most heavily used
MBTA bus lines and is notoriously difficult to schedule
because of traffic issues. It is hoped that improving
this bus line in frequency and reliability may boost its
use further and reduce other vehicular traffic. Smaller,
more frequent buses, similar to styles currently found
in Japan, may allow more frequent service to run with
greater fuel efficiency.
Although a shared lane is not completely ideal, it is
safer and more efficient than the current situation.
Buses and bikes overall travel at similar speeds,
and so outside of stopping zones the two are more
compatible than they appear. In the example in the
middle column, cyclists can pass the bus by merging
into traffic lanes.
In addition to the designated bike/bus lane, additional
street trees, street furniture, bike facilities, and
permeable pavers are suggested for this intervention.
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Before

After

After - After

Downtown
Mass. Ave.
South End
Ideas
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Massachusetts Avenue Phasing

Initial Improvements
Initial bicycle and overall street improvements can
be implemented along Mass Ave without significantly
changing traffic patterns. Currently, this area is
an wide expanse of unattractive concrete next to
a windswept lawn. Adding street planting, small
bioswales, and permeable pavement will improve the
environment for all users; a bike lane integrated with
landscaping and sheltered from traffic will form an
unusual amenity similar to the intervention on Vassar
Street in Cambridge. Pedestrians will enjoy a wide
sidewalk sheltered from both bike and road traffic and
featuring added street furniture, activating both the
streetscape and the bordering park.
The Christian Science Center is unusual in the
amount of room available for improvements, but
similar concepts, particularly permeable pavers and
street furniture, are equally appropriate for tighter
spaces and can be implemented throughout the
corridor. Such small interventions can make a large
difference when implemented over the course of the
corridor, and should be considered in the upcoming
plans for the Christian Science Center and the
southern part of Mass Ave.
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Massachusetts Avenue Phasing

Longer Term Strategy
Further in the future, opportunities to improve
and even dramatically alter traffic patterns
should be considered for streetscape
interventions. This example removes the
parking along Mass Ave and reuses it as a
shared bike/bus lane. The impacts of removing
parking will have to be studied further; however,
it has been hypothesized that it would be
preferable to removing a lane of traffic. Back
Bay and the Mass Ave corridor are very well
served by public transportation; this implies less
need for parking in this area. The current issue
of double-parking may be acknowledged by
strictly enforcing the bike-bus designated lane.
Experimenting with different bus capacities may
further improve transit efficiency.
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Downtown
Mass. Ave.
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Ideas
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Massachusetts Avenue Phasing

Longer Term Strategy
If use of the improved bus system reduces through
traffic to a lower level, it may be possible to introduce
a parking lane that will separate the regular traffic
lane from the designated bus/bike lane. This parking
area could be greened and beautified with planters,
which could also be removed or shifted if necessary.
Using parked cars as a shield for cyclists has worked
well in sections of Manhattan.  
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Massachusetts Avenue - Hemenway Street

Hemenway Street

Although many cyclists will continue to use Mass
Ave, others will seek out quieter routes with more
moderate traffic flows. Hemenway Street has the
potential to be one such alternative.
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Currently, the 300 meter length of Hemenway to the north of Westland
Avenue is one-way northbound. Although this effectively prevents vehicle
cut-throughs, it also impedes bicycle use. Contra-flow shared lane
markings along the one-way portion would connect users to the longer
two-way stretch of Hemenway to the south, forming a viable Mass Ave
alternative.
Low traffic volumes and speeds as well as primarily residential uses make
Hemenway Street suitable for a contra-flow lane. Key elements would
include shared lane markings placed at the alleys entrances opposite
Haviland and Burbank Street.

Downtown

Wayfinding signs along Mass Ave would increase bicyclist awareness
of this alternative route. Signs like “Do Not Enter Except Bicycles” at
Boylston Street and “No Right Turn on Red” at the southwest corner of
the Westland Avenue intersection would also be necessary to alert drivers
to the possibility of southbound bicycle traffic.

Mass. Ave.
South End
Ideas
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Massachusetts Avenue - Westland Avenue

Westland Avenue

Before

Before

56

After

Intersection at Westland and Hemenway

bike and street systems planning | mass ave

After

Westland Avenue’s current dimensions make the street a prime candidate for an immediate bicycle
retrofit. Decreasing the width of the two travel lanes from 17 to 11 feet would allow for 6 foot striped
bike lanes in both directions. These changes could take place immediately, increasing bicyclist priority
without affecting on-street parking or motorist traffic patterns.

Hemen

Downtown

way

Westland Avenue is an example of a street with ample width to stripe lanes while still providing enough
room to ride at a safe distance from on-street parking. Taken in isolation, segments like Hemenway and
Westland seem unlikely candidates for bicycle infrastructure. However, these streets can help create
links in the larger network and increase overall connectivity and choice along the Mass Ave corridor.

Mass. Ave.
South End

Westla
nd

Ideas
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Massachusetts Avenue - Christian Science Plaza

Christain Science Plaza
Integrating bicycling with transit is one way to
improve the utility and attractiveness of both
modes. The city can further bike-transit integration
by making it easier for riders to bring bikes on
buses and on the T, as well as providing ample
bike parking at transit stops. These steps give
users the opportunity to seamlessly shift modes
and extend their trips.
As a major transit corridor, Mass Ave is a strategic
location for coordination. Riders of the 1 bus
could transfer at a newly established Christian
Science Plaza bike-share station, checking out a
bike to complete the final leg of their journey.
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A four-mile commute round trip by bicycle (instead of
automobile) keeps about 15 pounds of pollutants out of
the air we breathe. (World Watch Institute)
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Introduction

South End

Back Bay

Major South End streets are retrofitted
to encourage through-bike traffic into
Boston’s downtown. Prime areas of
concern are the creation of efficient
connector streets and more desirable
pedestrian walking areas.

Downtown
Mass. Ave.

Above Left The South End sports a rich character
unique to Boston, along with one of the city’s first
extensively planned streetscapes. The relatively
dense, narrow blocks of townhouses provide
more miles of road per land area than most other
parts of Boston, and the orthogonal layout makes
it easy to enhance a continuous stretch of roadway. Except for the more heavily traveled roads,
most streets operate without lane markings.
Center Left The Massachusetts Turnpike interrupts the connectivity of the South End to the
greater downtown area. Long term planning
should consider the mitigation of this ‘transit
canyon’ to potentially add public open space. The
enhancement of this area will make pedestrian
and biking trips through this connection zone
more appealing, therefore increasing ridership.

Ideas
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SOUTH END Site Analysis

Experience and Bike Route Connectivity Analysis
The streets that border the Turnpike are unfriendly and provide a sterile pedestrian environment.
With the lack of residential land use pedestrian
and cyclists feel too exposed.
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Shawmut Avenue provides the most pleasant ride
for a cyclist although it has a section that goes in
the opposite direction form downtown. This condition throws encourages illegal wrong-way bicycle
riding.
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1500’

The bus lane on Washington
0’ Street
500’allows for
bike sharing lane. However it is not the most
friendly and accommodating situation for cyclists.

Introduction

Right of Way and Curb-to-Curb Widths
M. Reynolds Way
80’ r.o.w.
66’ road

Tremont Street N of Berkeley
100’ r.o.w.
80’ road

Herald Street E of Harrison
52’ r.o.w.
40’ road

Dartmouth Street
60’ r.o.w.
40’ road

Malden Street
46’ r.o.w.
34’ road

Tremont Street S of Berkeley
100’ r.o.w.
60’ road

E Berkeley Street W of Washington
50’ r.o.w.
33’ road

W Dedham Street
53’ r.o.w.
33’ road

Columbus Avenue
80’ r.o.w.
52’ road

Shawmut Avenue N of Berkeley
70’ r.o.w.
40’ road
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E Berkeley Street E of Washington
62’ r.o.w.
42’ road
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South End

Albany Street N of Randolph
80’ row
40’ road

Washington Street S of Berkeley
80’ r.o.w.
60’ road

Harrison Street N of Berkeley
100’ r.o.w.
80’ road

Albany Street S of Randolph
80’ row
52’ road

Washington Street S of Waltham
100’ r.o.w.
72’ road

Harrison Street S of Berkeley
60’ r.o.w.
40’ road

Washington Street N of Berkeley
70’ r.o.w.
50’ road

Washington Street S of M Reynolds
110’ r.o.w.
72’ road

1500’
0’

500’
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Shawmut Avenue S of Berkeley
60’ r.o.w.
40’ road
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SOUTH END Site Analysis

Utilization of Major Street Widths
The South End has proportionally more street
area for its traffic than most other parts of Boston,
leaving plenty of room for expansion into other
mode types. The major thoroughfares illustrated
to the right have high average daily traffic values,
limiting the possibility of incorporating shared or
independent bicycle lanes. However, nearly all
of the side streets parallel and in between Mass
Ave and the Massachusetts Turnpike have widths
large enough and average daily traffic low enough
to warrant substantial mode shift for cyclists.

b
d
e
a
o
f

j
c

Measurements To quantitatively demonstrate this,
the calculations using right-of-way width and average daily traffic reveals that a typical side street
significantly underutilizes its width compared to
major thoroughfares.

Street Name

Right of Way Width
[ ft ]

Avg Daily Traffic

k

m

i

n

Right of Way Width / Avg Daily Traffic

[ Cars per day ]

342		
200		
83		

87000
19000
33000

d Stuart Street		
e Columbus Ave		
f Columbus Ave 		

68		
106		
82		

21200
8800
10200

g Tremont St		
h Tremont St 		
i Tremont St		

100		
125		
120		

17300
16800
17500

n

j
k
l
m
n

80		
78		
103		
107		
121		

7900
10400
12100
14800
13000

k

o Berkeley St		
p Berkeley St		

77		
174		

11900
13800

Typical Side Streets*

67		

2000

TYP
p
e
b
j
l
f
h
m
i
o
g
a
d
c

*Inferred from Townhouses on Greenwhich Park
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POSSIBILITY OF
CONSTRUCTING
LIVABLE STREETS

Introduction

Typical Side Street

The periphery of the South End is very accessible
to transit lines, yet it lacks a route connecting
its heart to the rest of the MBTA rail system,
especially along Washington Street.

South End townhouses are organized into
long, narrow blocks, a pattern that contributes
to the area’s high density of street network.
Thoroughfares constitute every other crossstreet, while service streets provide private
access.

A dedicated North-South route for bikes
originating from either the South End or further
south could greatly help cyclists make the
connection to not only downtown, but the transit
lines of Boston.

180’
90’

Downtown

Additionally, the T-stop at Back Bay Station along
the Orange Line has the potential for connecting
commuters to future landscape enhancements
and development along the Massachusetts
Turnpike.

Back Bay

Mass Transit

800’

100’

Mass. Ave.
45’

South End

67’
22’

42’
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Typical Side Street with a standard right of way
width of 67 feet.
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SOUTH END Shawmut Avenue

Phasing

Before

Shawmut Avenue presents a unique opportunity
in the South End for a safe bike route into
downtown. There is generally good access to
and from downtown in this district but the traffic
volume on surrounding streets render the existing
bike route best suited to more experienced urban
cyclists.
Shawmut Avenue is characterized by 3 - 5 story
buildings mainly residential in nature, but also
with some civic and commercial sprinkled in. It is
not a main thoroughfare for vehicles as its sudden
change in direction makes it inconvenient for
drivers but serves to keep the quiet feel of the
neighborhood for the residents.
A long straight street perfectly situated in the
middle of the South End and a direct route to
downtown, Shawmut is the best opportunity to
create a family-friendly bicycle route. Its traffic is
mainly local so its volume is not set to increase.
As it exists, it is a pleasant and convenient bike
ride, but the change in direction is unsafe and
illegal. A dedicated cycle track that goes two
directions adjacent to a still one-way street can
keep the street quiet while making a safe, direct
bike route for all riders, including children.
With low traffic volume and wide sidewalks,
Shawmut Avenue is a fantastic site for a
stormwater infiltration project. Bioswales can
serve to capture runoff from both the street
and sidewalk impervious surfaces before being
discharged. Bioswales can also enhance the
pedestrian realm by providing a soft landscape
to compliment the built, interesting plants and
features, as well as special identity to the
neighborhood.
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Ample sidewalks and parking on both sides of the street as
buffers to moving traffic make this street a pleasant one for
the pedestrian and cyclist. The cyclist must choose between
a busier parallel street like Washington which is not suitable
for novice riders or travel the wrong direction for a portion of
Shawmut, which is neither entirely safe nor legal.

10’

9’

11’

11’

9’

10’

Introduction

After - After

A two-way cycle track next to a raised median adjacent
to parked cars means room for car doors to open without
interfering in the path of cyclists. One lane of traffic is
removed but two lanes of parking remain for the convenience
of the residents. The width of the bioswale varies by block
depending on available sidewalk space.

Motor vehicles are removed entirely and the street is
reclaimed by the residents. As a parallel street to many
thoroughfares into downtown, the neighborhood may decides
vehicular traffic is no longer necessary here. Wide sidewalks
flank large stormwater filtration swales and a multi-use twoway trail runs through the middle.

Back Bay

After

Downtown
Mass. Ave.

9’

11’

8’

2’

10’

10’

10’

15’

10’

15’

South End

10’

10’

Ideas
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SOUTH END Shawmut Avenue

After After
Motor vehicles are removed entirely and the
street is reclaimed by the residents. As a parallel
street to many thoroughfares into downtown, the
neighborhood may decides that vehicular traffic is
no longer necessary here. Wide sidewalks flank
large stormwater filtration swales and a multi-use
two-way trail runs through the middle.
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SOUTH END Herald Street

Phasing

Before

Herald Street is the main crosstown eastbound
thoroughfare in this district. East-west routes are
generally difficult and less than straightforward
in this area but these streets with some
enhancements could provide important linkages
for the surrounding neighborhoods.
Together with its westbound counterpart Marginal
Road, the pair represent an important opportunity
to join the South End and Chinatown over the
great divide of the turnpike. Making the cross
over the turnpike more seamless would better
serve pedestrians and create a stronger link
between two distinct neighborhoods.
Street trees could bring the atmosphere into scale
with the pedestrian and cyclist as well as provide
shelter and shade. Narrow sidewalks and fast
traffic make for an unpleasant experience for
those outside of cars; trees can bridge the gap
in scale between the human and wide streets,
tall buildings, and sunken turnpike. Two different
schemes presented here both address the
aforementioned issues and safety needs of the
cyclist in going from downtown to South Boston
and beyond.

Herald Street is characterized by narrow sidewalks next to 2 5 story buildings on one side and a chain link fence separating
the pedestrian from the canyon on the other. Adjacent
land uses do not include residential or retail, rendering the
environment even more barren. When not in a car, a person
feels extremely exposed and somewhat unsafe due to scale
and lack of street life. Some simple additions of greenery
could make the experience on Herald Street infinitely more
pleasant.

8’
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11’

11’

11’

8’

Introduction

After - After

Three lanes of travel is ample for the volume of traffic this
street holds. Transforming the right lane to a bus/bike lane
as is currently practiced on Washington Street would be a
boon to cyclists and improve bus on-time performance without
causing significant delays for other vehicles Street trees with
grates provide scale and shelter without taking away much of
the walking space. This scheme is simple and quick to install
as it does not require changing the sidewalk or street widths.
Paint in the road and the addition of street trees complete the
street for both the pedestrian and cyclist.

A dedicated one-way cycle track is separated by a divider from
motor vehicles and the south sidewalk is widened. With the
expanded sidewalk width, a landscaped buffer makes for a
pleasant walk away from noisy traffic. This green space could
also be an infiltration swale to further the ecological function of
the intervention. The north sidewalk remains the same width
and the south sidewalk shown here becomes the preferred
route. As the street does not have many pedestrian-oriented
land uses, two improved sidewalks are less necessary.

Back Bay

After

11’

8’

8’

11’

11’

2’

6’

South End

11’

Mass. Ave.

11’

Downtown

8’

11’
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SOUTH END Herald Street
After After
A dedicated one-way cycle track is separated
by a divider from motor vehicles and the south
sidewalk is widened. With the expanded sidewalk
width, a landscaped buffer makes for a pleasant
walk away from noisy traffic. This green space
could also be an infiltration swale to further the
ecological function of the intervention. The north
sidewalk remains the same width and the south
sidewalk shown here becomes the preferred
route. As the street does not have many
pedestrian-oriented land uses, two improved
sidewalks are less necessary.
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Turnpike
Turnover
SOUTH END
Turnpike Turnover

Turnpike Greenway
A lack of visible and enticing bicycle infrastructure
is often the only deterrent standing in the way
of someone utilizing an otherwise safe and
effective bike transit route. Such is the case for
the South End, structured with many redundant,
neighborhood street ways with relatively
little traffic, but having no clear indication or
encouragement that it is indeed bike-friendly.
What most hinders pedestrians and cyclists
in the South End is not simply a lack of direct
connectively, but rather the severe austerity of the
edge defined by the Massachusetts Turnpike.

Before: Urban Transit Canyon The Massachusetts
Turnpike inhibits the connectivity of the South
End to the greater downtown area. Long term
planning should mitigate this obstacle and
try to utilize it for public space and housing
development. The enhancement of this area
will make pedestrian and biking trips through
this connection zone more appealing, therefore
increasing ridership.

A bold vehicular cyclist might claim that the South
End is one of the better places to ride in Boston,
but a truly complete street caters to all those who
may have a stake in its use. In our case, these
stakeholders include recreational cyclists, very
young students commuting to school, and of
course, pedestrians.
While enhancing the connector streets of
Shawmut and Herald is key for encouraging safe
and sustainable bike ridership in the South End,
there is still much to be desired in the transition
across the turnpike and into Chinatown.
Our proposal seeks to transform the turnpike
fringe into an enticing greenway for both
pedestrians and cyclists, with the capacity to
handle future built projects.

Planner’s Note Investing in the beautification
of the turnpike area will not only provide
immediate benefits to the neighborhood
and desirability, but the increased flow of
pedestrian traffic and foundational structures
will make the area much more appealing to
future air-ride developments.
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Engineer’s Note When installing the supports for any deck structure that may span
across the turnpike, it might be wise to
over design their load capacity, such that
one could conceivably construct multistory
buildings in response to an increase in the
area’s real estate demands.

Introduction
Woonerf Plaza at Herald and Tremont

Back Bay

Before

Herald, Secondary Cycle Connector Street
Downtown

After

Mass. Ave.
South End
Shawmut, Primary Bike Connector Street

massachusetts institute of technology | 4.255/11.304 mode shift | prof eran ben-joseph

Ideas

After: Turnpike Greenway Above, Bridge and road edges
directly adjacent to the turnpike will be retrofitted for
wider spaces catering to bike paths and parks, while the
intersection at Herald and Tremont will become a woonerf
intersection. Left, Visualizing a turnpike completely buried
under parkland.
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Turnpike
Turnover
SOUTH END
Turnpike Turnover
After - After
Real Estate Development Air rights projects take root as local
desirability increases.
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Specialy Transport as Civic Icon
Boston, USA

BALLOON BOSTON

What if one could appreciate Boston through an
iconic network of specialty aerial transports? Boston
residents can finally emerge from their dank underground corridors and take to the skies. Balloon Boston is a new civic attraction, rivaling the gondoliers of
Venice in its ability to provide passengers with a truly
revealing city experience. Not only are passengers
delighted by the cityscape, balloons themselves are
a wonderful addition to the skyline, a site to see by
the public for miles around.

Venice, Italy

BY IRA WINDER - 26 FEBRUARY 2010
4.255J SITE AND URBAN SYSTEMS PLANNING

Underground Alternative

The city is gifted with Boston Commons, providing a
green space large enough for the daily inflation of
large hot air balloons. From The Commons, balloons
begin their circuit of the city, ending at any number
of destinations. For the tourist, this is the perfect way
to traverse the city, even if they’re looking for an interesting way to get to Harvard Yard.

:D
:D

:(

By selling advertising space on the balloons, Boston
can expect to make a tidy profit on such a venture,
while keeping fare relatively low. Balloon Boston is
nothing but a boon to the city: businesses have more
advertising space, passengers have a new way to experience Boston, and the public enjoys an intriguing
addition to a once monotonous skyline.

Scenic Route Map

view from Memorial
Drive, Cambridge

Bunker Hill Monument

Approaching John
Hancock Tower

In 2009 SHIFTboston, a forum associated
with Boston Society of Architects, held an
ideas competition which called on architects,
artists, landscape architects, urban
designers, engineers and anyone else to
submit their most provocative wild visions for
the City of Boston:
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circling the cityʼs lost squares
Today, many of the squares bear little
semblance to their former glory, and offer
more asphalt than amenity. But,tearing up
the tarmac crreates enormous canvas to
build the types of fun, inviting and engaging public spaces only possible in cities.

UNION SQUARE

The squares will once again serve the
people, both as neighborhood hubs and
regional desitnations.

STRETCAR NETWORK 1940

MBTA NETWORK 2010

Boston developed as a city
squares. However, the collapse
of the cityʼs streetcar network
has left many of the regionʼs
great squares cut off.

What if we reintroduced the streetcar service that once connected these
squares? This could provide the stimulus to reinvent the squares as desireable places for sustainable urban living once again.
The network would also provide the circumfrential link that is badly needed
in the MBTA system.

EGLESTON SQUARE CASE

WATERTOWN SQUARE

PROPOSED CIRCLING THE SQUARES STREETCAR LINE

As the competition statement indicated
“We want to inspire and engage the city
community while encouraging positive
awareness and a hunger for change. We
believe a collective desire to push
boundaries and challenge the familiar are
the necessary seeds with which to grow a
more dynamic city!”
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POTENTIAL TREATMENT

The network is aligned completely along streets that
used to have streetcar service as recently as 1940!
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The CirCuiTboard CiTy

AdvAncing A dynAmic urbAn vision for the city of boston, the
circuitboArd city is A lAyered, intermodAl trAnsportAtion
network connecting the resources of the city. designed for
mAximum convenience And mobility, the circuitboArd city cAn
move power, informAtion, And resources Around boston At
high speeds through A system of discrete lAyers. eAch lAyer is
optimized for peAk efficiency of its intended use And informAtion
systems cAn mAke educAted recommendAtions for new trAnsit
nodes And connections bAsed on A growing pool of dAtA And
stAtistics.

while boston todAy is AlreAdy physicAlly lAyered,

the hAllmArk of the circuitboArd city is its Ability to AdApt its
trAnsportAtion resources to reAl-time conditions. in inclement
weAther, more electricity is AllocAted to personAl, shAred-

use electric vehicles And subwAy frequency increAses. Airport
delAys Are instAntly relAyed to commuters in trAnsit through
mobile ApplicAtions And A public informAtion system.

mode
viAs which provide prominent And
Accessible points of interconnect between the city’s lAyers.
with every element of the city collecting And AnAlyzing dAtA,
shift is fAcilitAted through

the circuitboArd city cAn mAke intelligent recommendAtions
for optimized trip routing bAsed on user preferences.

The VIA: VerTIcAl InTerconnecT Access
EV Charging Station

T
Power/Infrastructure Plane
Subway Station

Bike Share Station

Pedestrian
Access

Transport
Access VIAs
Electric Power
VIA

Regenerative Braking Energy Capture
The VIA provides access between layers of the Circuitboard City. VIAs can take the form of
simple staircases for access from road level to subway stations, tunnels for vehicles, or dense
bundles of electric and infrastructural connections to provide power and information to all levels
of the city. The Circuitboard City generates power at multiple levels - regenerative braking from
subway cars, wind/solar on buildings, traditional power plants - and distributes it to areas of peak
demand through the power plane and electric power VIAs. Compact utility VIAs replace sprawling
networks of decaying electric, sewage, and telecommunications lines. With planar separation of
utilities, maintenance will be greatly facilitated as VIAs provide targeted access to any layer.

RoUTE oPTIMIzATIon
InfoRMATIon
ConnECTIon
ACCESS

Thanks to the availability of real-time information,
the circuitboard city can provide route
optimization based on availability of shared
vehicles, weather conditions, local congestion,
and user preferences. Updates can be viewed
wirelessly on mobile phones or at transportation
hubs in each layer of the city.

Park Street Station

----------------

SUBWAY
Boston: Trip Planner

Next Inbound Red Line Train: 7 min
Next Outbound Red Line Train: 4 min

Boston: Live Feed
Ü
SOMERVILLE

CAMBRIDGE

Next Inbound Green Line Train: 12 min
Next Outbound Green Line Train: 1 min

EAST BOSTON

Legend

5:42 PM, friday June 4

BIKE SHARE

WEATHER

ELECTRIC CAR SHARE

4 Bicycles Available
36 Parking Spots Available
Peak-hours usage: +$1/30 min
Walk to nearest station with
14 bicycles available: 12 min

2 Fully Charged Vehicles Available
3 50% Charged Vehicles Available Partly Cloudy, 22° C
15% Chance of Precipita4 Parking Spots Available
tion during next hour.
Peak-hours usage: +$12/30 min

MBTA Stations

MBTA Lines
LINE

Biking/Walking
Recommended

Recommended Mode: Bike (ETA 17 min)

VIA to Bikeshare Station: 100 m
Available bike racks at destination: 4
Select other mode:

BOSTON

Street Interface

ORANGE
RED
SILVER
1/4 Mile Station Buffer
Mass Towns
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Maintenance required at Back Bay bikeshare
station: Rack #24 lock malfunctioning.
Surplus of shared vehicles at Central Square
station: Rerouting flexible travelers to station.

Takeoff Delays at Boston Logan Airport:
Updating Blue & Silver Line information
systems to inform passengers

MODE-COMPARE

TIME TO:

PARK STREET

CAR:

15 MIN

MBTA T:

5

MIN

BICYCLE:

5

MIN

WALK:

10 MIN

Brought to you by

Level 0: Ground & Water
The ground level of the city integrates a
comprehensive bike-share program, a seasonal
water taxi to take advantage of Boston’s major
waterways such as the Charles River and the
Harbor, and numerous charging stations for
electric vehicles linked to the power plane.
Charged vehicles can provide reserve storage
for the power plane and stations will become
new hotspots for social interaction, real-estate
development, and commercial activity.

The Move Smart system will enable people in transit to make better, more time-efficient choices in mode and route.
Through the use of electronic streetside signs, a website, and a mobile application, information and guidance is easily dispersed to a wide range of users.
The street signs, will offer information on all available modes of transit, including driving, MBTA bus/T, cycling, or walking.
The signs will be offered at various nodes of the city characterized by heavy volume in one or more of these modes, and will
give real-time estimates of travel time to other common destinations. The signs will change periodically to display revolving
destinations. The real time information for driving will be remotely input by traffic and congestion monitors like those used
for Google Maps Directions and similar programs. For transit, the various MBTA lines will be tracked by GPS for their estimated arrival and destination times, upgrading the information currently available on their website with real-time tracking.
For walking and biking, weather will be taken into account, and any other applicable delays caused by construction or other
congestions, tracked by the same traffic sensors as auto traffic. In addition to displaying this comparative mode information, the signs display the URL for the website that
Street View
will contain additional information as well as a free
mobile application. It is anticipated that the cost
for these signs could be offset by including small,
revolving advertisements.

Maintenance required at Back Bay bikeshare
station: Rack #24 lock malfunctioning.
Surplus of shared vehicles at Central Square
station: Rerouting flexible travelers to station.

Ü

Water Taxi Utilization at 30% of maximum
capacity. Analyzing seasonal usage patterns.

Movesmart combines existing systems to empower and inform.

Highway ETA signage
Real-time traffic info

Handheld Info

Web interface plus real-time GPS navigation

Personal GPS
& Localized Weather
Intermodal comparison system

EAST BOSTON

Takeoff Delays at Boston Logan Airport:
Updating Blue & Silver Line information
systems to inform passengers
Records of use patterns and maintenance are combined
with information such as frequency of phone calls to taxi
companies and shared vehicle availability in a secure
information database. Advanced software then makes
recommendations for new transportation linkages and
schedules of service based on the latest demand and
usage data. The latest information is also displayed
in a transportation information system which can be
accessed on mobile phones or at any station.

Real-time mode comparison between specified location & destination

Move Smart!

SOMERVILLE

CAMBRIDGE

Missing transportation linkage: High incidence
of calls to taxis from wireless phones.

Existing Technology

This system will have an empowering effect for
users. Instead of guessing at the quickest route
from origin to destination, this system clearly
shows the best option. If there is heavy traffic, for
example, or delayed train service, it will instantly
affect the trip time displayed and possibly show
another mode as a better option. It may eliminate
misconceptions, such as the overestimation of car
efficacy in the city. It will encourage a more active lifestyle and environmentally-friendly behavior
by reducing the car as the go-to quickest option.
It may reduce congestion by encouraging users to
employ a spread of different modes. It will also
subtly hold the City accountable for the improvement of all modes of transport.

MORE INFO: BOSTONMODE.COM

Web Display

Legend
MBTA Stations

MBTA Lines
LINE

Choose your location:
Central Sq Cambridge

Transit tracking & guidance
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Select your Mode Map
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CAR:
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Route?

MBTA:

35 MIN

Route?
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Mass Towns

0

Level -2: Subterranean
The Subterranean level includes the belowground lengths of MBTA Subway lines and
underground roadways such as the rerouted
Central Artery which have dedicated lanes for
lightweight electric vehicles in the Circuitboard
City. Electric vehicle charging stations can also
be placed below ground in place of traditional
underground parking structures. A new system
of underground pedestrian and bike paths will
be constructed to facilitate linkages between
existing stations.

Access real-time travel information to compare mode options

Water Taxi Utilization at 30% of maximum
capacity. Analyzing seasonal usage patterns.
Missing transportation linkage: High incidence
of calls to taxis from wireless phones.

Increased electricity demand from electric
vehicles and the power-intensive information
infrastructure will be generated by renewable
power sources such as solar cells and wind
turbines. new buildings will connect into the
information and power system through utility
VIAs. A complementary system of elevated
bike paths will be linked through VIAs to ground
level and the subterranean bike paths.

A ubiquitous power, infrastructure, and
information plane lies below the ground level
to connect the city and provide up-to-date
information on traffic, weather, availability
of shared vehicles, and optimized trip
times. Unlike traditional underground city
infrastructure, this plane can reroute excess
power capacity where needed (i.e. for a rapid
recharge of an EV) and is equipped with selfmonitoring technology for easy maintenance.

Intermodal comparison system

GREEN

BROOKLINE

0

Level 1+: Buildings &
Elevated Pathways

Level -1: Power &
Infrastructure Plane

Move Smart!

BLUE

Destination: MIT Building 10
Weather: Partly Cloudy, 22 °C
Local Congestion: Level -2
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For real-time tracking

MBTA Bus 39

Brought to you by

A tunnel under the
Charles River along the
major transit corridors
of Massachusetts
Avenue provides a
safe and climate-proof
environment for cyclists
and pedestrians.
Similarly, access tunnels
between major subway
stations will improve
safety and mobility
without adding to the
congestion of streetlevel traffic.

Praveen Subramani :: February 2010 :: 11.304 - Site & Urban Systems Planning

BICYCLE:

10 MIN

Route?

WALK:

60+ MIN

Route?

MORE INFO: BOSTONMODE.COM

Get the Mobile App! - Click here

Download Maps - Walking, Cycling, MBTA...

Users of the system will learn about the website from seeing it advertised on the signs throughout the city.
The website will display the same information as the signs, but with many additional links, maps, and interactive features. The user will be able to input their specific origin and destination instead of relying only on discovering the signs in the street. The website will provide a database of maps referring to a variety of modes,
which will contain not only the routes but also time estimates of trip duration. Finally, the website will also
direct users to the mobile app, the third component of the system.

The mobile app, designed for smartphones such as the iphone, will combine personal GPS technology with that
of the Move Smart mode comparison. The application will track the location of the user; by entering a destination, the program will determine the best mode and route to travel there.

Sarah J. Spicer
11.304J /4.255J Site & Urban Systems Planning
Project 1 - 26 February 2010

Real-time Information and Connectivity
Interactive Bike Trip Planner

Intermodal Information

An Online Mapping Tool
to Allow Maximum
Choice and Flexibility

● Could be an option on Google Maps or powered by Boston Bikes
● Address or pins let cyclists choose origin and destination
● Route is mapped and visualized based on preferences thereby
eliminating confusion and wrong-way roads in the midst of riding
● Cyclist can choose route red, blue, or green based on desired
level of difficulty, automobile conflict, and desired speed
● Trip planner tool can link bike route with T stations
Boston has great “bones” to be a bike city - it is compact, relatively flat, and has an active population. Gaps in connectivity,
last mile deficiencies, and difficulty in switching between modes
deters many would-be cyclists. Confusion over one-way streets
and fear of unknown cycling conditions can be alleviated with
the interactive bike trip planner. Access to information regarding
best routes and transit connections can help cyclists know what
lies ahead and plan accordingly. Simple detail improvements in
facilities can bolster bike ridership by completing fragmented
networks and changing the perception of poor conditions.

Interactive

Personalized

Flexible

Real-time

Amenity information and real-time data at T stations are
linked to route mapper to help cyclists choose when to use
transit and which station will best suit their needs.
Information would be available for each individual station
and would include each facility’s features:
● Cage or covered parking at all suburban stations
● Racks on all buses, including Silver Line
● Bike platforms on Green Line
● Real-time crowd rating on each rapid transit line
● Racks or hooks to save space on subway cars
● Elevator or bike rail/ramp on steps

Eliminate Physical Obstacles

Transit Connectivity

Safe/Secure/Efficient
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Jaime Young ● February 26, 2010 ● 11.304 Site and Urban Systems Workshop

Boston
Transportation
Idea Posters

Back Bay

Surprisingly, only few entries addressed
transportation alternatives or the drastic
rethinking of streets and public ways.
  
To address the lack of transportation‐related
ideas, and to help in evaluating the current
status of Boston’s streets, each student
devised an idea that:

Introduction

OBJECTIVES

A. Imagines what transporation related
spaces, facilities, streets, mobility
systems should be and what they should
provide.

THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX

B. Avoids stereotypes and envisioned what
deserves to be there and how it can be
enhanced.

D. Chooses a specific design intervention
or a larger vision/plan.

wasted time

IMAGINE

Downtown

PUSH THE ENVELOPE

C. Uses a specific site or a larger area.

Inspiration

Today

wasted money

boston.com

wasted opportunity

Solar Roads:

sciencedaily.com

Intelligent Infrastructure of the Future
Holly Bellocchio --- 11.304 --- Spring 2010

What if we could address multiple problems with one bright solution?
What if Boston was the city to
pioneer this innovative new system?

Around the world, we are beginning to turn to
solar-powered lighting to make our roads and
public spaces safer, more dynamic, and more
environmentally and economically sustainable
aviation-light.com

Innovation
sustainablog.org

energyer.com

Basic benefits of a solar roads system include:
• road markings, signs, and traffic signals can be lit,
self-powered, and can change according to road
conditions and traffic flows, improving visibility
and overall road safety
• the temperature of road surfaces can be selfregulated so that they stay dry and free of snow
and ice (no more plowing!); melted water can be
channeled into an environmentally-friendly runoff
system for reuse
• configuration of lanes and traffic patterns can
easily be changed to more safely accommodate
bikes, pedestrians, and public transit
• little surface maintenance (no more potholes!)
• telephone, cable, and other services could be
integrated and streamlined into one efficient,
secure, and self-managed underground system (no
more telephone poles, power lines, or power outages!)

Mass. Ave.

wasted energy

Problems with roads and personal
transport in Boston and many other
American cities include:
• traffic congestion
• unsafe and unpleasant conditions
for bikes and pedestrians
• danger at night and in inclement
weather
• outdated infrastructure
• high maintenance costs
• environmental damage
• overuse of resources

What if we took these ideas one step
further and instead invested in a new
system of solar powered roads?

Solar Roadways

A prototype solar road panel is currently
being developed by Solar Roadways (the
business that invented the concept) with
funding from the United States Department of Transportation
civilengineeringcentral.com

inhabitat.com

Opportunities

icax.co.uk

Implementing this intelligent infrastructure now
holds great potential for the future, including:
• integration with GPS technology to direct traffic in real-time at the scale of an individual vehicle, minimizing driving time and unncessary carbon emissions
• sensing the presence of wildlife, erratic drivers, and other hazards on roadways in
order to guide other drivers out of harm’s way
• providing power for new forms of public transportation
• the development of electric or solar-powered cars that can charge while driving
• if all 25,000 square miles of impervious road surface in the U.S. were replaced with
solar roads, we could generate more than enough power to meet the entire world’s
electricity needs

Technology

Road Surface Layer - a type of high-strength
weatherproof glass that can handle heavy loads,
provides good traction, and allows sunlight to
pass through to solar collecting cells
Electronics Layer - composed of collecting cells
which store solar energy and are equipped with
LEDs for “painting” the road’s surface; also includes a microprocessor that controls lighting,
communications, monitoring, and self-heating
Base Plate Layer - distributes power and signals
(eg internet, phone, cable) to adjoining road
panels and buildings in a streamlined network
so that even places that never see sun are fully
solar-powered

Solar Roadways

South End

WHAT IF...
the Boston
Esplanade was
reconnected
to the city it
serves?
THE ESPLANADE

BACKGROUND
The Boston Esplanade is a vital piece of the city’s park system.
Created in 1910 with the damming of the Charles River, the
Esplanade served as a linear promenade between Massachusetts
Avenue and the Longfellow Bridge. Expanded in the 1930’s by
landscape architect Arthur Shurcliff, the Esplanade linked the Back
Bay neighborhood directly to the River, with vistas and pedestrian
paths extending from Dartmouth and Gloucester Streets.
The 1951 construction of Storrow Drive drastically altered the design
and use of the Esplanade. The Massachusetts legislature mandated that
parkland lost to construction be replaced with newly created land, but
the highway destroyed the Esplanade’s
connection to Back Bay, the Public Garden, the Common, and the Emerald Necklace. Inadequate pedestrian overpasses prevent
circulation between the Esplanade and the rest of the city.

“Storrow Drive is perceived to be a burden to the
parkland, contributing to noise and
environmental pollution that render portions of
the Esplanade unusable.”
Community Input Session, January 2010

STORROW DRIVE

THE POSSIBILITY OF RECONNECTION
Currently, the Storrow Drive tunnel is in disrepair. Reconstruction will cost millions of
dollars, and the state has postponed its decision on how to move forward. This situation
presents a unique opportunity to reconfigure Storrow Drive and reconnect the
Esplanade to the city. Examples around the world prove that highway removal and “road diets”
can reduce travel demand and create healthier, livable environments.
A redesigned Storrow Drive would feature two lanes of car traffic, on-street parking, bike lanes,
at-grade crossings, and traffic calming features. These changes would enhance both the
Esplanade and the overall accessibility of Boston residents. James Storrow would
advocate for nothing less.

1910

1935

“It was the Charles River…which was curiously
isolated from…the adjoining Back Bay. People
were at loss as to how to move from one to the
other. We can speculate that this was not true
before Storrow Drive cut off pedestrian access at
the foot of each cross street.”
Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City

CASE STUDIES IN HIGHWAY REMOVAL
- Cheonggye Stream: Seoul, South Korea (2006)
- Central Freeway/Octavia Boulevard: San Francisco, CA (2005)

Ideas

- Embarcadero Freeway: San Francisco, CA (1991)
- Harbor Drive/McCall Waterfront Park: Portland, OR (1978)
Central Freeway (BEFORE)

Octavia Boulevard (AFTER)

massachusetts institute of technology | mode shift
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IDEA Balloon Boston | Ira Winder

Specialy Transport as Civic Icon
Boston, USA

BALLOON BOSTON

What if one could appreciate Boston through an
iconic network of specialty aerial transports? Boston
residents can finally emerge from their dank underground corridors and take to the skies. Balloon Boston is a new civic attraction, rivaling the gondoliers of
Venice in its ability to provide passengers with a truly
revealing city experience. Not only are passengers
delighted by the cityscape, balloons themselves are
a wonderful addition to the skyline, a site to see by
the public for miles around.

Venice, Italy

BY IRA WINDER - 26 FEBRUARY 2010
4.255J SITE AND URBAN SYSTEMS PLANNING

Underground Alternative

:D
:D

:(

The city is gifted with Boston Commons, providing a
green space large enough for the daily inflation of
large hot air balloons. From The Commons, balloons
begin their circuit of the city, ending at any number
of destinations. For the tourist, this is the perfect way
to traverse the city, even if they’re looking for an interesting way to get to Harvard Yard.
By selling advertising space on the balloons, Boston
can expect to make a tidy profit on such a venture,
while keeping fare relatively low. Balloon Boston is
nothing but a boon to the city: businesses have more
advertising space, passengers have a new way to experience Boston, and the public enjoys an intriguing
addition to a once monotonous skyline.

Approaching John
Hancock Tower

BALLOON BOSTON

Harvard Yard
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STREET

Cambridge Merriott

STREET
SUDBURY

NEW

STREET

NEW

FULTON

CONGRESS

RICHMOND

STREET

STREET

STREET

ATLANTIC

AVENUE

COMMERCIAL

STREET

HANOVER

NORTH

STREET

Boston City Hall
CLINTON

STREET

CHATHAM

STREET

STATE

STATE

STREET

STREET

CENTRAL

STREET

BROAD
STREET

MILK STREET

INDIA
STREET

STREET

STREET

CUSTOM

HOUSE

STREET

WATER

STREET
WHARF

MILK

BROAD
STREET

BATTERYMARCH
STREET

Harbour Islands

OLIVER
STREET

STREET
FRANKLIN

HIGH

STREET

OLIVER
STREET

PEARL

HIGH

STREET

Boston Commons
(Staging Area)
STREET

NORTHERN
AVE

NEW
NORTHERN
AVE

CONGRESS

STREET

John Hancock
Tower

Ideas

Balloon Preparation in Boston Common

nway Stadium
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IDEA Boston2 | Vig Krishnamurthy

BOSTON
Mt A u b u r n

2

Union Sq

Watertown

Oak Sq

Union Sq

Grove Hall

R oslindale Sq

ci

Today, many of the squ
semblance to their form
more asphalt than amen
the tarmac crreates eno
build the types of fun, in
ing public spaces only p

The squares will once a
people, both as neighbo
regional desitnations.

STREETCARNETWORK
NETWORK 1940
1940
STRETCAR

MBTA NETWORK 2010

Boston developed as a city
squares. However, the collapse
of the cityʼs streetcar network
has left many of the regionʼs
great squares cut off.

What if we reintroduced the streetcar service that once co
squares? This could provide the stimulus to reinvent the sq
able places for sustainable urban living once again.
The network would also provide the circumfrential link tha
in the MBTA system.

EGLESTON SQUARE CASE

EXISTING CONDITION

POTENTIAL TREATMENT

Roslindale Square � Union Square � Oak Square � Egleston
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ViG KRISHNAMURTHY

ircling the cityʼs lost squares
WATERTOWN SQUARE

UNION SQUARE
Back Bay

uares bear little
mer glory, and offer
nity. But,tearing up
ormous canvas to
nviting and engagpossible in cities.

again serve the
orhood hubs and
Downtown

onnected these
quares as desire-

PROPOSED CIRCLING THE SQUARES STREETCAR LINE

at is badly needed
Mass. Ave.

DAVIS SQ
som
ervill
e ave

MTAUBURN

UNION SQ

HARVARD
INMAN SQ

mt auburn st

CENTRAL

WATERTOWN

D
AR
RV
HA

AV

GE

ave
setts
chu
ssa
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UNION SQ
tremont st

OAK SQ

OLID

CO

OLMSTEAD
DUDLEY SQ
center
st
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shin
gto
ns
t

South End

EGLESTON SQ
morton stt

GROVE HALL

FOREST
HILLS

ROSLINDALE SQ
cu
mm
ins

hw
y

MATTAPAN

Ideas

The network is aligned completely along streets that
used to have streetcar service as recently as 1940!

n S q u a r e � G r o v e H a l l � Wa t e r t o w n S q u a r e � M t A u b u r n
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The Circuitboard City | Praveen Subramani

The CirCuiTboard CiTy

AdvAncing A dynAmic urbAn vision for the city of boston, the
circuitboArd city is A lAyered, intermodAl trAnsportAtion
network connecting the resources of the city. designed for
mAximum convenience And mobility, the circuitboArd city cAn
move power, informAtion, And resources Around boston At
high speeds through A system of discrete lAyers. eAch lAyer is
optimized for peAk efficiency of its intended use And informAtion
systems cAn mAke educAted recommendAtions for new trAnsit
nodes And connections bAsed on A growing pool of dAtA And
stAtistics.

while boston todAy is AlreAdy physicAlly lAyered,

the hAllmArk of the circuitboArd city is its Ability to AdApt its
trAnsportAtion resources to reAl-time conditions. in inclement
weAther, more electricity is AllocAted to personAl, shAred-

use electric vehicles And subwAy frequency increAses. Airport

Thanks to the availability of real-time
the circuitboard city can pro
optimization based on availabilit
vehicles, weather conditions, local
and user preferences. Updates ca
wirelessly on mobile phones or at tr
hubs in each layer of the city.

Level 1+: Buildings
Elevated Pathways

Increased electricity demand from
vehicles and the power-intensive info
infrastructure will be generated by ren
power sources such as solar cells an
turbines. new buildings will connect
information and power system throug
VIAs. A complementary system of e
bike paths will be linked through VIAs to
level and the subterranean bike paths

delAys Are instAntly relAyed to commuters in trAnsit through

Level 0: Ground & W

viAs which provide prominent And
Accessible points of interconnect between the city’s lAyers.
with every element of the city collecting And AnAlyzing dAtA,

The ground level of the city integr
comprehensive bike-share program, a se
water taxi to take advantage of Boston’s
waterways such as the Charles River a
Harbor, and numerous charging statio
electric vehicles linked to the power
Charged vehicles can provide reserve s
for the power plane and stations will b
new hotspots for social interaction, real
development, and commercial activity.

mobile ApplicAtions And A public informAtion system.
shift is fAcilitAted through

mode

the circuitboArd city cAn mAke intelligent recommendAtions
for optimized trip routing bAsed on user preferences.

The VIA: VerTIcAl InTerconnecT Access
EV Charging Station

T
Power/Infrastructure Plane
Subway Station

Bike Share Station

Pedestrian
Access

Transport
Access VIAs
Electric Power
VIA

Regenerative Braking Energy Capture
The VIA provides access between layers of the Circuitboard City. VIAs can take the form of
simple staircases for access from road level to subway stations, tunnels for vehicles, or dense
bundles of electric and infrastructural connections to provide power and information to all levels
of the city. The Circuitboard City generates power at multiple levels - regenerative braking from
subway cars, wind/solar on buildings, traditional power plants - and distributes it to areas of peak
demand through the power plane and electric power VIAs. Compact utility VIAs replace sprawling
networks of decaying electric, sewage, and telecommunications lines. With planar separation of
utilities, maintenance will be greatly facilitated as VIAs provide targeted access to any layer.
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Level -1: Power &
Infrastructure Plane

A ubiquitous power, infrastructure,
information plane lies below the ground
to connect the city and provide up-t
information on traffic, weather, avai
of shared vehicles, and optimized
times. Unlike traditional undergroun
infrastructure, this plane can reroute e
power capacity where needed (i.e. for a
recharge of an EV) and is equipped wit
monitoring technology for easy mainten

Level -2: Subterranea

The Subterranean level includes the b
ground lengths of MBTA Subway line
underground roadways such as the re
Central Artery which have dedicated lan
lightweight electric vehicles in the Circui
City. Electric vehicle charging stations ca
be placed below ground in place of trad
underground parking structures. A new s
of underground pedestrian and bike pat
be constructed to facilitate linkages be
existing stations.

----------------

SUBWAY
Boston: Trip Planner

Next Inbound Red Line Train: 7 min
Next Outbound Red Line Train: 4 min

Boston: Live Feed
Ü
SOMERVILLE

CAMBRIDGE

Next Inbound Green Line Train: 12 min
Next Outbound Green Line Train: 1 min

EAST BOSTON

Legend

5:42 PM, friday June 4

BIKE SHARE

WEATHER

ELECTRIC CAR SHARE

4 Bicycles Available
36 Parking Spots Available
Peak-hours usage: +$1/30 min
Walk to nearest station with
14 bicycles available: 12 min

2 Fully Charged Vehicles Available
3 50% Charged Vehicles Available Partly Cloudy, 22° C
15% Chance of Precipita4 Parking Spots Available
tion during next hour.
Peak-hours usage: +$12/30 min

MBTA Stations

MBTA Lines
LINE

Biking/Walking
Recommended

BLUE

Destination: MIT Building 10
Weather: Partly Cloudy, 22 °C
Local Congestion: Level -2
Recommended Mode: Bike (ETA 17 min)

VIA to Bikeshare Station: 100 m
Available bike racks at destination: 4
Select other mode:

GREEN

BROOKLINE

BOSTON

ORANGE
RED
SILVER
1/4 Mile Station Buffer
Mass Towns

0

0.5

1

2

3

4
Miles

Maintenance required at Back Bay bikeshare
station: Rack #24 lock malfunctioning.
Surplus of shared vehicles at Central Square
station: Rerouting flexible travelers to station.
Water Taxi Utilization at 30% of maximum
capacity. Analyzing seasonal usage patterns.
Missing transportation linkage: High incidence
of calls to taxis from wireless phones.
Takeoff Delays at Boston Logan Airport:
Updating Blue & Silver Line information
systems to inform passengers

Back Bay

e information,
ovide route
ty of shared
l congestion,
an be viewed
ransportation

Park Street Station

Introduction

zATIon
MATIon
ECTIon
CCESS

&
s

Downtown

electric
ormation
newable
nd wind
into the
gh utility
elevated
o ground
s.

Water

e

an

Ü

Water Taxi Utilization at 30% of maximum
capacity. Analyzing seasonal usage patterns.

SOMERVILLE

CAMBRIDGE

Missing transportation linkage: High incidence
of calls to taxis from wireless phones.

EAST BOSTON

Takeoff Delays at Boston Logan Airport:
Updating Blue & Silver Line information
systems to inform passengers
Records of use patterns and maintenance are combined
with information such as frequency of phone calls to taxi
companies and shared vehicle availability in a secure
information database. Advanced software then makes
recommendations for new transportation linkages and
schedules of service based on the latest demand and
usage data. The latest information is also displayed
in a transportation information system which can be
accessed on mobile phones or at any station.

Legend
MBTA Stations

MBTA Lines
LINE
BLUE
GREEN

BROOKLINE

BOSTON

ORANGE
RED
SILVER
1/4 Mile Station Buffer
Mass Towns

0

0.5

1

2

3

4
Miles

A tunnel under the
Charles River along the
major transit corridors
of Massachusetts
Avenue provides a
safe and climate-proof
environment for cyclists
and pedestrians.
Similarly, access tunnels
between major subway
stations will improve
safety and mobility
without adding to the
congestion of streetlevel traffic.

Ideas

belowes and
erouted
nes for
itboard
an also
ditional
system
ths will
etween

Surplus of shared vehicles at Central Square
station: Rerouting flexible travelers to station.

South End

, and
d level
to-date
ilability
d trip
nd city
excess
a rapid
th selfnance.

Maintenance required at Back Bay bikeshare
station: Rack #24 lock malfunctioning.

Mass. Ave.

rates a
easonal
s major
and the
ons for
plane.
storage
become
l-estate

Praveen Subramani :: February 2010 :: 11.304 - Site & Urban Systems Planning
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IDEA Mass Ave Mobility and Lifestyle Hub | Eugene Siong Aun Lee
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Introduction
Back Bay
Downtown
Mass. Ave.
South End
Ideas
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IDEA Move Smart! | Sarah J. Spicer

Move Smart!

Intermodal

Street Interface

The Move Smart system enables people in transit to m
mation will be dispirsed Through the use of electronic
tion and guidance is dispersed to a wide range of use
modes of transit, including driving, MBTA, cycling, or w
acterized by heavy volume in one or more modes, an
destinations. The signs will change periodically to oth
be remotely input by traffic and congestion monitors li
grams. For transit, the various MBTA lines will be tracke
upgrading the information currently available on their
weather and any other applicable delays caused by co
Street View

MODE-COMPARE

TIME TO:

PARK STREET

CAR:

15 MIN
Brought to you by

MBTA T:

5

MIN

BICYCLE:

5

MIN

WALK:

10 MIN
MORE INFO: BOSTONMODE.COM

Handheld Info

Web Display

Move Smart!

Intermodal comparison system

Choose your location:
Central Sq Cambridge

MODE-COMPARE

TIME TO:

HANOVER STREET

CAR:

20 MIN

Select your Mode Map
For real-time tracking

MBTA Bus 39

Route?
Brought to you by

MBTA:

35 MIN

BICYCLE:

10 MIN

Route?

WALK:

60+ MIN

Route?

Route?

MORE INFO: BOSTONMODE.COM

Get the Mobile App! - Click here

Download Maps - Walking, Cycling, MBTA...

Uses will learn about the website from seeing it advertised on the streetsigns. The website will
display the same information as the signs, but with additional links, maps, and interactive features.
The user will here be able to input their specific origin and destination to learn their optimal route.
The website will provide a database of maps for all modes, containing routes and time estimates of
trip duration. Finally, the website will also direct users to the mobile app.
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The mobile app, designed for smartphones such as th
nology with that of the Move Smart mode comparison
the user; by entering a destination, the program will
there.

Introduction

l comparison system
Movesmart combines existing systems to empower and inform.

Highway ETA signage
Real-time traffic info

Downtown

Transit tracking & guidance

Mass. Ave.

Personal GPS
& Localized Weather

South End
Appendix
Ideas

he iPhone, will combine personal GPS techn. The application will track the location of
determine the best mode and route to travel

Existing Technology
Back Bay

make more time-efficient choices in mode and route. Inforstreet signs, a website, and a mobile application, informaers. The street signs will offer information on all available
walking. The signs will be offered at nodes of the city charnd will give real-time estimates of travel time to common
her destinations. The real time information for driving will
ike those used for Google Maps Directions and similar proed by GPS for their estimated arrival and destination times,
r website with real-time tracking. For walking and biking,
onstruction or other congestions, tracked by the same traffic sensors as auto traffic. In addition to displaying
comparative mode information, the signs display the
website URL for additional information and a free
mobile application. The cost for these signs could be
offset by including small, revolving advertisements.
This system will have an empowering effect for users. Instead of guessing at the quickest route from
origin to destination, this system clearly shows the
best option. If there is heavy traffic, for example, or
delayed train service, it will instantly affect the trip
time displayed and possibly show another mode as
a better option. It may eliminate misconceptions,
such as the overestimation of car efficacy in the city.
It will encourage a more active lifestyle and environmentally-friendly behavior by reducing the car as
the go-to quickest option. It may reduce congestion
by encouraging users to employ a spread of different
modes. It will also subtly hold the City accountable
for the improvement of all modes of transport.

Sarah J. Spicer
11.304J /4.255J Site & Urban Systems
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IDEA Real-time Information and Connectivity | Jaime Young

Real-time Information and Connectivity

Interactive Bike Trip Plann

An Online Mapping To
to Allow Maximum
Choice and Flexibilit

● Could be an option on Google Maps or powered by Bost
● Address or pins let cyclists choose origin and destinatio
● Route is mapped and visualized based on preferences t
eliminating confusion and wrong-way roads in the mids
● Cyclist can choose route red, blue, or green based on d
level of difficulty, automobile conflict, and desired spe
● Trip planner tool can link bike route with T stations
Boston has great “bones” to be a bike city - it is compact, relatively flat, and has an active population. Gaps in connectivity,
last mile deficiencies, and difficulty in switching between modes
deters many would-be cyclists. Confusion over one-way streets
and fear of unknown cycling conditions can be alleviated with
the interactive bike trip planner. Access to information regarding
best routes and transit connections can help cyclists know what
lies ahead and plan accordingly. Simple detail improvements in
facilities can bolster bike ridership by completing fragmented
networks and changing the perception of poor conditions.

Interactive

Personalized

Flexible

Real-time

Eliminate Phy

Transit
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ner

Intermodal Information

Tool

ty

Back Bay

ton Bikes
on
thereby
st of riding
desired
eed

Downtown
Mass. Ave.

Amenity information and real-time data at T stations are
linked to route mapper to help cyclists choose when to use
transit and which station will best suit their needs.
Information would be available for each individual station
and would include each facility’s features:
● Cage or covered parking at all suburban stations
● Racks on all buses, including Silver Line
● Bike platforms on Green Line
● Real-time crowd rating on each rapid transit line
● Racks or hooks to save space on subway cars
● Elevator or bike rail/ramp on steps

ysical Obstacles

South End

Connectivity

Ideas

Safe/Secure/Efficient

Jaime Young ● February 26, 2010 ● 11.304 Site and Urban Systems Workshop
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IDEA Solar Roads | Holly Bellocchio
wasted time

Today

wasted energy

wasted money

boston.com

Problems with roads and personal
transport in Boston and many other
American cities include:
• traffic congestion
• unsafe and unpleasant conditions
for bikes and pedestrians
• danger at night and in inclement
weather
• outdated infrastructure
• high maintenance costs
• environmental damage
• overuse of resources

wasted opportunity

Solar Roads:

sciencedaily.com

Intelligent Infrastructure of the Future
Holly Bellocchio --- 11.304 --- Spring 2010

What if we could address multiple problems with one bright solution?
What if Boston was the city to
pioneer this innovative new system?

civilengineeringcentral.com

inhabitat.com

Opportunities

Implementing this intelligent infrastructure now
holds great potential for the future, including:
• integration with GPS technology to direct traffic in
vidual vehicle, minimizing driving time and unnces
• sensing the presence of wildlife, erratic drivers, a
order to guide other drivers out of harm’s way
• providing power for new forms of public transport
• the development of electric or solar-powered cars
• if all 25,000 square miles of impervious road surfa
solar roads, we could generate more than enough
electricity needs
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Introduction

Inspiration
Around the world, we are beginning to turn to
solar-powered lighting to make our roads and
public spaces safer, more dynamic, and more
environmentally and economically sustainable
aviation-light.com

Back Bay

Innovation
sustainablog.org

energyer.com

Solar Roadways

A prototype solar road panel is currently
being developed by Solar Roadways (the
business that invented the concept) with
funding from the United States Department of Transportation

icax.co.uk

South End

Technology

Road Surface Layer - a type of high-strength
weatherproof glass that can handle heavy loads,
provides good traction, and allows sunlight to
pass through to solar collecting cells
Electronics Layer - composed of collecting cells
which store solar energy and are equipped with
LEDs for “painting” the road’s surface; also includes a microprocessor that controls lighting,
communications, monitoring, and self-heating
Base Plate Layer - distributes power and signals
(eg internet, phone, cable) to adjoining road
panels and buildings in a streamlined network
so that even places that never see sun are fully
solar-powered

Appendix
Ideas

tation
s that can charge while driving
ace in the U.S. were replaced with
power to meet the entire world’s

Mass. Ave.

n real-time at the scale of an indissary carbon emissions
and other hazards on roadways in

Downtown

Basic benefits of a solar roads system include:
• road markings, signs, and traffic signals can be lit,
self-powered, and can change according to road
conditions and traffic flows, improving visibility
and overall road safety
• the temperature of road surfaces can be selfregulated so that they stay dry and free of snow
and ice (no more plowing!); melted water can be
channeled into an environmentally-friendly runoff
system for reuse
• configuration of lanes and traffic patterns can
easily be changed to more safely accommodate
bikes, pedestrians, and public transit
• little surface maintenance (no more potholes!)
• telephone, cable, and other services could be
integrated and streamlined into one efficient,
secure, and self-managed underground system (no
more telephone poles, power lines, or power outages!)

What if we took these ideas one step
further and instead invested in a new
system of solar powered roads?

Solar Roadways
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IDEA What If? | Holly Chase
WHAT IF...
the Boston
Esplanade was
reconnected
to the city it
serves?

THE ESPLANAD

BACKGROUND
The Boston Esplanade is a vital piece of the city’s park system.
Created in 1910 with the damming of the Charles River, the
Esplanade served as a linear promenade between Massachusetts
Avenue and the Longfellow Bridge. Expanded in the 1930’s by
landscape architect Arthur Shurcliff, the Esplanade linked the Back
Bay neighborhood directly to the River, with vistas and pedestrian
paths extending from Dartmouth and Gloucester Streets.
The 1951 construction of Storrow Drive drastically altered the design
and use of the Esplanade. The Massachusetts legislature mandated that
parkland lost to construction be replaced with newly created land, but
the highway destroyed the Esplanade’s
connection to Back Bay, the Public Garden, the Common, and the Emerald Necklace. Inadequate pedestrian overpasses prevent
circulation between the Esplanade and the rest of the city.

STORROW DRIVE

THE POSSIBILITY OF RECONNECTION

Currently, the Storrow Drive tunnel is in disrepair. Re
dollars, and the state has postponed its decision on
presents a unique opportunity to reconfigure Storro
Esplanade to the city. Examples around the world pr
can reduce travel demand and create healthier, livab

A redesigned Storrow Drive would feature two lanes
at-grade crossings, and traffic calming features. The
Esplanade and the overall accessibility of Boston res
advocate for nothing less.
1910

1935

CASE STUDIES IN HIGHWAY REMOVAL
- Cheonggye Stream: Seoul, South Korea (2006)
- Central Freeway/Octavia Boulevard: San Francisco, CA (2005)
- Embarcadero Freeway: San Francisco, CA (1991)
- Harbor Drive/McCall Waterfront Park: Portland, OR (1978)
Central Freeway (BEFORE)
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Back Bay

DE

Downtown

“Storrow Drive is perceived to be a burden to the
parkland, contributing to noise and
environmental pollution that render portions of
the Esplanade unusable.”
Community Input Session, January 2010

s of car traffic, on-street parking, bike lanes,
ese changes would enhance both the
sidents. James Storrow would

Mass. Ave.

econstruction will cost millions of
n how to move forward. This situation
ow Drive and reconnect the
rove that highway removal and “road diets”
ble environments.

South End

“It was the Charles River…which was curiously
isolated from…the adjoining Back Bay. People
were at loss as to how to move from one to the
other. We can speculate that this was not true
before Storrow Drive cut off pedestrian access at
the foot of each cross street.”
Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City

Ideas

Octavia Boulevard (AFTER)
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US Department of Transportation, Federal
Highway Administration. How to Develop a
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bike/docs/fhwasa0512.pdf
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Highway Administration. Safety Effects of Marked
Versus Unmarked Crosswalks at Uncontrolled
Locations, FHWA‐RD‐04‐100, Authors: Zegeer,
Charles V., J. Richard Stewart, Herman Huang,
and Peter Lagerwey, , 2001. Available online:
http://www.tfhrc.gov/safety/pubs/04100/index.htm
US Department of Transportation, Federal
Highway Administration. Designing Sidewalks and
Trails for Access, Part I of II: Review of Existing
Guidelines and Practices, 1999. Available online:
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bikeped/
Access‐1.htm.

Ideas

US Department of Transportation, Federal
Highway Administration. University Course on
Pedestrian and Bicycle Transportation, Lesson
23: International Approaches to Bicycle and
Pedestrian Facility Design, Available Online:
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BIKE PLANNING RESOURCES

Other Resources
Boston Bikes: http://www.cityofboston.gov/bikes/
default.asp
Baltimore, MD Bicycle Master Plan http://
www.liveearnplaylearn.com/Publications/
BaltimoreCityBicycleMasterPlan/tabid/98/Default.
aspx
Charlotte NC Complete Street Guidelines http://
www.charmeck.org/Departments/Transportation/
Urban+Street+Design+Guidelines.htm
Complete Streets Program http://www.
completestreets.org/
Context Sensitive Solutions http://www.ite.org/css/
Great Streets http://www.greatstreets.org/
Greensboro, NC Bicycle, Pedestrian, and
Greenway Plan http://www.greensboronc. gov/
Departments/GDOT/divisions/planning/bicycle/
BiPed.htm
Home Zones (UK)</http://www.homezones.org/
Livable Streets Initiative http://www.livablestreets.
com/
Louisville Metro Complete Streets http://www.
louisvilleky.gov/BikeLouisville/Complete+Streets/

NYC Street Design Manual http://www.nyc.gov/
html/dot/html/about/streetdesignmanual.shtml
Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center (PBIC)
http://www.walkinginfo.org/about/
Portland OR Green Street Program http://www.
portlandonline.com/BES/index.cfm?c=44407
San Francisco Better Streets Plan http://www.
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sfgov.org/site/uploadedfiles/planning/Citywide/
Better_Streets/index.htm
Seattle Street Edge Alternatives Project
http://www.ci.seattle.wa.us/Util/About_SPU/
Drainage_&_Sewer_System/Natural_Drainage_
Systems/Street_Edge_Alternatives/index.asp
Street Films http://www.streetfilms.org/
Streets for People http://www.architectureweek.
com/2004/0505/building_1-1.html
Transportation Enhancement Activities http://www.
fhwa.dot.gov/environment/te/

Introduction
Back Bay
Downtown
Mass. Ave.
South End
Ideas
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